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Story Line

1. The challenge of water security          
in the rich world

2. The challenge of water and food 
security in the developing world

3. The response from the international 
community

4. The response from the US government

5. Some thoughts on moving forward



Serious water scarcity in arid areas of rich countries



How have rich countries enhanced their 
water security?

• Storing water…





How have rich countries enhanced their 
water security?

• Infrastructure:

• Institutions:



What can be achieved with robust, 
adaptive institutions?

Climate change has 
already hit
• 70% reduction in 
flows and water 
delivered over last 10 
years



•A sophisticated system of tradable water rights
•Water moved from low-value to high-value uses



Trading price 
rise from 5 to 
50 cents per 
cubic meter

Remarkably, a 70% reduction in streamflow has had little 
impact on the value of agricultural output…



How have rich countries enhanced their 
water security?

• Infrastructure:

• Institutions:

• Climate change poses additional uncertainty







Institutions and Infrastructure
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Scarcity is a massive and growing 
problem in the developing world



The challenge of water security in arid 
areas of the developing world

• Infrastructure:
– Different endowments





Hydropower in different regions



The challenge of water security in arid 
areas of the developing world

• Infrastructure:
– Living without storage -- Ethiopia





The challenge of water security in arid 
areas of the developing world

• Infrastructure:
– Beware of extrapolation – the Chinese figure





The challenge of water security in arid 
areas of the developing world

• Infrastructure:

• Institutions:



Take the specific (and quite 
relevant for US foreign policy) 

example of South Asia…



Indian Minister 
of Finance 
“Every budget 
is a gamble on 
the monsoon”





•Minister of Water Resources
–“I am not the Minister of Water Resources but the Minister of 
Water Conflicts”
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Between India and Pakistan….



Ind ia

Pakistan



Hardware:  Tarbela 
and Mangla Dams and 
massive link canals

Software: 
The Indus Treaty

A great achievement – has worked for 60 years between two 
countries which have had difficult relations (and a couple of wars)

Foreign assistance (US and other govts and the World Bank) key 
for both the software and hardware….
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But the past (success of IWT) is not necessarily a prelude….

Salal  700  mw

Sawal Kot 1200 mw

Baglihar 450 (+ 450) mw

Dul Haste 390 (+ 390) mw

Bursar 1000 mw

Pakuldul 1000 mw

Complete

Under construction

In planning



The challenge greatly 
exacerbated by climate 

change…



The effects of glacial melting in the Himalayas?





Projected effect of glacial retreat on flows from the 
Himalayas….





These problems are existential and 
daunting….

• They are central to human well-being in these 
countries

• They constitute major sources of potential 
domestic and international conflict

• But they are only part of the challenge 
– Unsustainable groundwater use is a huge problem in 
Asia (West South and East)

– For example, over 10% of India’s food comes from 
non-renewable groundwater…



Water and food challenges are 
two sides of the same coin…

• Irrigation 
was 
fundamental 
for the Green 
Revolution

• Agriculture is 
by far the 
biggest user 
of water…
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The Green Revolution is running 
out of steam…
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Declining yields one of the structural drivers of 
the food price crisis …



Innovation is key…

• Infrastructure
– “Dumb”

– “Smart” (drip irrigation for example)

• Crop varieties….
– The role of GMOs?
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Do GMOs increase yields? Maize Yields: 
Iowa vs Europe 1996-2007

Iowa --90% area GMFrance & Italy -- GMs 
not used

Yield growth = 0
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The response from the international community

• In the past
– Financing of major infrastructure was what the 
World Bank and US foreign assistance did…

• In post-war Europe and Japan

• We saw the Indus Basin case



But large water infrastructure is 
controversial (as are GMOs)…



.. The NGO-led development process has 
meant that vital tools (dams, GMOs….) have 
been thrown out with the bathwater…

Dams



The current “lodestone” is the 
Millenium Development Goals..

• Heavy emphasis on social sectors

• Nothing on infrastructure:
– For water

– Electricity

– Transport…

• Nothing on agriculture

• Nothing on employment….



Donors have put the social cart 
before the economic horse



Leaving the economic horse 
(or mule…)…



INFRASTRUCTURE: 
The World Bank as an example…..
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World Bank lending for hydropower in US$ millions



Developing 
countries, with 
shallow domestic 
capital markets 
need help to 
finance their 
water 
infrastructure …



The great divide…

• Developing countries “with choices” (the 
MICs)
– China, Brazil, India etc have invested and 
are investing heavily in water 
infrastructure as basic to their 
development

• Developing countries “without choices”
(the poor who depend on donors)
– Have to jump through incredible hoops…





And constantly have new hoops erected by rich 
countries – Copenhagen draft excludes most 

hydropower…



The Middle Income Countries 
(India, Brazil and especially 
China) are filling the gap left 
by departing rich donors….



Whereas the World Bank now finances about 5 dams, 
the Chinese finance over 200 in the developing world





Agriculture similar in many 
ways….



• Contributing factors…
– Environmental NGOs do not like modern agriculture

– Focus on the social in the MDGs has “crowded out”
agriculture



• Eulogizes:
– “small-scale and organic”

• Denounces:
– technology-intensive agriculture

– large-scale agriculture

– GMOs 

The position of “the 
development community”?



MICs make their own decisions –MICs are 
8 of 10 largest users of GMOs…



What did agriculturally-successful MICs 
(who don’t depend on aid) do?   

Large and consistent investment in ag research





Huge returns to consistent (domestic) 
investments in ag research!



GMOs and developing 
countries?

• Whereas the MICs have gone their own 
way, very successfully….

• Africa – where the problem of 
agricultural production is extreme --has 
stayed away from GMOs because of the 
pressure of European donors
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Specifics of the US 
government response

• Much consistent with overall ODA
– Broadly followed the overall ODA trends

– Long way from heroic engagement (Indus Basin…)

– US has played a major role in IFIs exit from “basics” and into 
politically-correct  “flavours of the month”

• Specifics on US “assistance”:
– Most other rich countries far more strategic (DfID the best)

– US development assistance is enormously balkanized/earmarks

– A branch of charity not foreign policy



Today’s papers on the new 
head of USAID

• a 10-month delay that further rattled a demoralized staff at 
the U.S. Agency for International Development,

• “there is near universal agreement that USAID in particular, 
and American foreign aid efforts in general, are a muddle”

• a damaged agency 

• Shah might bring interesting ideas….but does not have ..gravitas…”
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Some thoughts on moving 
forward

• US development assistance should (in my 
view) be integrated  with US foreign policy:
– Understand that water (in)security is an 
existential issues in many developing countries

– Understand that water (in)security is a major issue 
in major conflict areas

• South Asia

• Middle East



Why could the US be a real partner on big problems in the 1960s 
but cannot now?

And Kennedy asked “How can the US use our 
scientific and technical expertise to help?”



Some thoughts on moving 
forward

• Understand that development:
– Is a contact sport (where on-the-ground 
experience counts for a lot)

– Requires patience and persistence

– Needs to focus on basics (in our case including 
infrastructure and ag research)

– Requires strengthening capacity of government  
(often undermined by NGO-driven views)



Some thoughts on moving 
forward

• Loosen the strangle-hold of special interests
– How can The Lancet “demand” that the head of USAID must
be a health person?

– How can USAID support an initiative  specifically designed to 
undercut the  highest priority of the democratic Govt of 
Brazil in the Amazon?

• Mobilize US domestic capacity to work abroad on 
major water and food challenges…

• In the public sector (eg USACE and navigation in Brazil)

• In the private sector (innovative solutions providers)



An emerging 
(and growing) 
group of 
companies 

engaging with 
water



“Solutions providers…”

• Information technology
– IBM, Cisco, Toro, 
Schlumberger, start-ups…

• Treatment technology –
Dow, GE, Nalco, start-ups…

• Crop biotech -- Monsanto, Syngenta, …..



Some thoughts on moving 
forward

• Loosen the strangle-hold of special interests
– How can the Lancet “demand” that the head of USAID must 
be a health person?

– How can USAID support an initiative  specifically designed to 
undercut the  highest priority of the democratic Govt of 
Brazil in the Amazon?

• Mobilize US domestic capacity to work abroad on 
major water and food challenges…

• In the public sector (eg USACE and Brazil)

• In the private sector (innovative solutions providers)

• In academia…






